2. Breadth: B. Social Science

(1) Individual and Groups

NEW – ASC 230 (this category for WI 2012 only)
NEW – ASC 230E (this category for WI 2012 only)

2. Breadth: C. Arts and Humanities

(3) Culture and Ideas

NEW – ASC 230
NEW – ASC 230E

In sum: In Winter 2012 ASC 230(E) will have both Individuals and Groups & Culture and Ideas. Subsequent iterations of the course will always have Culture and Ideas GEC status. If the course wishes to have Individual and Groups GEC status for subsequent iterations, the course will need to re-apply for this status.

Programmatic modifications

Minor Update:

Disability Studies

Note: The Atmospheric Sciences and Geographic Information Science Majors (previously announced as pending Ohio Board of Regents approval on the AU11 Modifications Sheet) have since then been formally approved by the Ohio Board of Regents